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 Description  Description 

Upgrade or supplement your NT Dresser Sanding Plate with these versatile replacementUpgrade or supplement your NT Dresser Sanding Plate with these versatile replacement
plates, available in three different grades: fine, medium, or coarse. Easily attach the plates toplates, available in three different grades: fine, medium, or coarse. Easily attach the plates to
the handles using screws for convenient grade switching. The Sanding Plate itself features anthe handles using screws for convenient grade switching. The Sanding Plate itself features an
embossed steel sheet with a specialized pattern, creating an abrasive surface that excels inembossed steel sheet with a specialized pattern, creating an abrasive surface that excels in
cutting in all directions and boasts an exceptionally long lifespan.cutting in all directions and boasts an exceptionally long lifespan.

Unlike traditional paper-backed abrasives, the Sanding Plate outlasts them by many timesUnlike traditional paper-backed abrasives, the Sanding Plate outlasts them by many times
over and can be reused hundreds of times. Its remarkable durability makes it a superb choiceover and can be reused hundreds of times. Its remarkable durability makes it a superb choice
for a wide range of applications, including smoothing wood, fiberglass, plastics, sculpting,for a wide range of applications, including smoothing wood, fiberglass, plastics, sculpting,
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model building, and countless other tasks. Plus, it's designed to resist clogging. If debrismodel building, and countless other tasks. Plus, it's designed to resist clogging. If debris
accumulates on the cutting surface, a quick pass with a wire brush swiftly restores youraccumulates on the cutting surface, a quick pass with a wire brush swiftly restores your
Sanding Plate's effectiveness."Sanding Plate's effectiveness."

SpecificationSpecification

Extra Rough GritExtra Rough Grit
Length: 83mmLength: 83mm
Width: 28mmWidth: 28mm
Flat TypeFlat Type
Tapered End: 7mmTapered End: 7mm
Trapezoid ShapeTrapezoid Shape
Embossed Steel Sheet with Specialized PatternEmbossed Steel Sheet with Specialized Pattern

Embossed steel sheet creates a textured abrasive surfaceEmbossed steel sheet creates a textured abrasive surface

Ideal for achieving smooth finishes on wood, fiberglass, and moreIdeal for achieving smooth finishes on wood, fiberglass, and more

Resistant to clogging; easily revitalized with a wire brushResistant to clogging; easily revitalized with a wire brush

Replacement plates for the NT Dresser Sanding PlateReplacement plates for the NT Dresser Sanding Plate

Made in Japan for superior qualityMade in Japan for superior quality

Original NT Cutter ProductOriginal NT Cutter Product

Replacement Sanding Plate for NT Cutter Dressers Modes:Replacement Sanding Plate for NT Cutter Dressers Modes: S-10P, S-10GP, S-410P S-10P, S-10GP, S-410P

Crafted with precision and durability in mind, this spare-sanding plate is designed to fit variousCrafted with precision and durability in mind, this spare-sanding plate is designed to fit various
sanders and ensures a flat, even sanding surface. Its S-type configuration adds stability andsanders and ensures a flat, even sanding surface. Its S-type configuration adds stability and
control to your sanding, allowing you to achieve smooth, professional results with ease.control to your sanding, allowing you to achieve smooth, professional results with ease.

The Extra Rough Grit of this sanding plate strikes the perfect balance between materialThe Extra Rough Grit of this sanding plate strikes the perfect balance between material
removal and surface finish, making it suitable for a wide range of applications. Whether you'reremoval and surface finish, making it suitable for a wide range of applications. Whether you're
smoothing rough edges, preparing surfaces for painting or staining, or tackling minorsmoothing rough edges, preparing surfaces for painting or staining, or tackling minor
woodworking projects, this sanding plate gets the job done efficiently.woodworking projects, this sanding plate gets the job done efficiently.

Constructed from high-quality materials, the Flat Surface Type S-type Spare-Sanding Plate isConstructed from high-quality materials, the Flat Surface Type S-type Spare-Sanding Plate is
built to withstand frequent use and provide consistent performance. Its user-friendly designbuilt to withstand frequent use and provide consistent performance. Its user-friendly design
ensures quick and hassle-free installation, making it an excellent addition to any workshop orensures quick and hassle-free installation, making it an excellent addition to any workshop or
toolbox. Upgrade your sanding game with this reliable and versatile sanding plate, andtoolbox. Upgrade your sanding game with this reliable and versatile sanding plate, and
experience smoother, more polished results in your woodworking and DIY projects.experience smoother, more polished results in your woodworking and DIY projects.
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